
col/com/con (with, together)
origin: Latin 
cum (‘cum’) = with

constellation
‘con-stell-ay-shun’ 
A grouping of stars in a recognisable 
pattern

collide
‘coll-eye-d’ 
To come together with direct impact

combat
‘com-bat’ 
To fight or battle with another

connect
‘conn-ect’ 
To join together
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Complete the words with the root col, com or con to match the 
definition.

col 
com 
con

Fill it in

Name: ____________________________

👭
col/com/con=together

_ _ _ nect 
to join together

 _ _ _ munity 
a group of people living together 
or having something in common

_ _ _ lect 
to gather things together in one place

_ _ _ league 
a person with whom others 

work

_ _ _ stellation 
a grouping of stars in a recognisable 

pattern

_ _ _ bat 
to fight or battle 

with another

_ _ _ cert 
when people come together to listen to or watch performers

_ _ _ lide 
to come together with direct (and 

often violent) impact



Match each word containing the root col, com or con to its meaning.

Match it up

Name: ____________________________

congeal

combat

collection

compress

college

to flatten or squash together

to come together in a fight

a bringing together of objects

a discussion with another 
person or other people

where students study and 
learn together

to turn from liquid to 
solid or semi-solid, like 

a jelly setting
conversation
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Chose the best word below that uses the root col, com or con to 
complete the people’s sentences.

Finish the phrase

Name: ____________________________
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I’m studying hard at  _______________ so I 

can be a scientist one day.

I’m excited to be playing my trumpet in a 

________________________ tonight!

conce
rt constellation

I’m trying to spot a  distant 

________________________ using my telescope.

Great! My custard dessert has 

_____________________ beautifully!

congealedcollege

Every Sunday, I go with my gran to the 

_______________ centre.

comm
unity
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In each box, write a word that uses the root col, com or con. Then 
draw a picture to illustrate that word.

Picture this

Name: ____________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________
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Take turns to fill a box by completing a word that uses the root col, 
com or con. After you’ve written the word, say out loud what it 
means. The first player to complete a line of three boxes vertically, 
horizontally or diagonally wins.

Noughts & Crosses

Name: ____________________________

_ _ _ versation _ _ _ ect

_ _ _ nect

_ _ _ munity

_ _ _ bat

_ _ _ lege_ _ _ lide

_ _ _ geal _ _ _ cert
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